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of their services to the government, the public, and the scientific and
engineering communities.
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FORLWORU
For a number of years many fire specialist , building designers, and
construction program managers--in both the public and private sectors--
have expressed dissatisfaction with the traditional m ,.thod of providing
for fire safety in buildings (i.e., through reliance on codes and standards
that prescribe specific measures to be taken in the design and construction
of buildings to minimize the potential for a fire occurring and to protect
property and life should a fire occur).
Recognizing the validity of this
established Task Group T-57 to st
propose a solution. As a result
the FCC approved initiation of an
ment and implementation of a new
buildings. This report describes
on which it is based.
concern, the federal Construction council
uiy the situation and, if possible, to
of its study the 'Task Group outlined and
FCC program for promoting the develop-
approach to designing fur fire safety in
that program and presents the rationale
This report, prepared by Task Group T-57, has been approved by the Federal
Construction Council and the Building Research Advisory Board. Both the
Council and the Board wish to thank the Task Group members for their gener-
ous contributions of time, effort, and expertise.
Walter R. Hibbard, Jr., Chaivman
Building Research Advisory Board
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BACKGROUND
Task Group 'T-57 was formed by the Federal Construction Council (FCC) in
response to increasing federal construction agency concern about fire safety
in buildings. Specifically, the agencies' concern focused on the lack of
uniformity in the large number of fire-protection design standards and the
extensive influence of these standards on the design and construction of
federal buildings.
Initially, the Task Group was charged to review all agency standards and
requirements pertaining to building fire protection, to analyze the techni-
cal and economic implications of those standards and requirements, and to
determine the feasibility of recommending a single fire-protection design
standard comprising an amalgamation of all existing standards for use by all
federal construction agencies. After reviewing a number of existing agency
standards and requirements, the 'Task Group concluded that fulfilling its
original charge would he minimally productive since no means were available
either for comparing the diverse provisions of different agency standards
and requirements or for determining whether buildings designed and con-
structed according to existing standards and requirem its meet agency fire-
protection goals. Additionally, the 'Task Group concluded that pursuing its
original charge could be highly counterproductive since it was not possible
to articulate and evaluate agency fire-protection goals in a manner that
could reduce the growing disaster-potential created by placing ever-larger
numbers of people in ever-more hostile environments or to propose design
and construction solutions that would meet such goals in the most cost-
effective manner.
The 'Task Group believed that in order to mitigate the original apprehensive-
ness of the federal construction agencies it would be necessary to forsake
the traditional approach to developing and implementing fire-protection
requirements and it asked the FCC for permission, which was granted, to
formulate the program for developing and implementing a new approach to
designing for fire safety* in building.° described in this report.
*In this report, the term "fire safety" encompasses life safety, building
integrity, property loss, and operations preservation considerations.
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The Tay k Group made its requost and the FCC gave its approval on the basis of
the Task Group's conclusions* that:
Fire safety in buildings should riot be do It with primarily through regu-
lations; rather it should be treated as a design problem and addressed,
like other aspects of building design, in all 	 fashion through-
out the building planning and design process.
2. Widespread acceptance by building owners and users, regulatory officials,
and insurers of the idea that 'iuildirig fire safety is a design problem
and the concept that using a systems approach to building fire safety is
valid will require:
a. Development of formal building fire-safety analytical capability;
b. Development and demonstration of technical criteria that will have
applicability to various types, sizes, and configurations of build-
ings and to various settings, occupancies, and functions of such
buildings; and
c. Education of adequate numbers of design professionals competent in
building fire-safety planning and design.
3. Although the building community has already begun developing the required
analytical capability and gives every indication that it is willing and
able to accelerate that development, actual progress will depend upon the
demand for application of the developed technology to planning, design,
and regulation of public and private buildings. Similarly, a few fire-
safety specialists are already familiar with the analytical approach and
have begun applying it--t o the extent possible given the limited dcvelup-
ment of the technology. However, many more trained practitioners would
be needed for full implumuntation of the new technology, and the rate at
which such practitioners are trained will depend on the demand for such
professionals by the building community.
4. The development of the needed technology and the training of the profes-
sionals needed to implement the technology would be speeded up if the
federal construction agencies required professional fire-safety design
analysis as all 	 and continuing part of the design process for
feuorally owned and financed buildings.
To successfully utilize the demand-creating strategy that it believes will be
effective in stimulating progress in the field of fire-safety design, the
Task Group developed the program outlined in this report.
*The findings of the Task Group oil 	 these conclusions are based are
presented in appendix A.
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The immediate purpose of the FCC program for developing and implementing a
new approach to designing for building fare safety is to provide a mechanism
for:
1. Stimulating, guiding, and assisting the research community in the devel-
opment of needed analytical capability;
2. Preparing and periodically updating model guidelines and technical
criteria that fuderal agencies can use to incorporate professional fire-
safety design analysis as an integral and continuing part of the design
for federally owned and financed buildings;
3. fincouraging federal construction agencies to require fire .-safety design
in accordance with such guidelines and criteria; ant'
d. Promoting acceptance and implementation of the analytical approach to
fire-safety design by the nonfederal government portion of the building
community.
The ultimate intent of the program is to promote the evolution of the
existing regu,atory design/research framework in which building fire-safety
technology is applied into on- that permits a comprehensive and integrated
view of building fire safety and makes fire-safety design a conscious and
inseparable part of the total bai.lding design process. Implicit in this goal
is the development of a formal technology that will hermit precise articula-
tion of building fire-safety needs in quantitative terns (taking into account
the benefits, risks, and costs), the development of alternative design solu-
tions to meeting those needs, and the evaluation of those solutions.*
*To test the thesis that a quantitative approach to fire-safety design and
regulation might be developed, Task (Troup T-57 appointed a subcommittee to
develop a mathematical model that could be used in determining the proba-
bility of a work station becoming fully involved in fire and transferring
fire from one work station to another. The subcommittee comprised Task
Group members Harold F. Nelson and Dan Gross a;jd Dr. Joseph A. Navarro, a
systems analyst from the institute of Defense Analysis. The results of
the subcommi,tc ' study are presented as appendix B.
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When fire safet y in buildings is viewed in a systems context,' it is evident
that there is more involved than, for example, merely ensuring time for the
evacuation of a building. As shown in Figure 1, fire safety is at lease an
octo-dimensional regulatory and design problem, cacti dimension of which has
a number of alternative facets, such as those presented in the decision-trcc
format in Figure 2. If regulators and owners of buildings could specify
acceptable probabilities of risk to people, property, and functional activi-
ties as part of the fire-safety objectives of building and if designers
could identify probabilities of risk associated with cacti of th- means
available for taking care of the facets shown ill 	 2, then a thoroughly
rational approach to fire safety in buildings would be available.
The expanded view of the fire-safety regulatory and design problem depicted
in Figure 2 serves two purposes: 	 (1) it provides a method for merging intui-
tive judgment with available knowledge to create buildings that meet speci-
fied fire-safety objectives,** and (2) it provides a framework within which
research endeavors call 	 should take place.***
*An outgrowth of operations research, systems analysis has become a widely
used method for studying and developing oI)timum solutions to complex prob-
lems involving a large numhcr of interrelated factors. Through systems
analysis, problems that previously could be dealt with only on the basis
of judgment, intuition, and experience call 	 solved, either wholly or in
part, using mathematics.
**"1'he GSA now applies this method of expressing and evaluating building
fire-safety capabilities to all new buildings having 100,000 square feet
or more in gross floor area and to all new buildings having five or more
stories above grade. See General Services Administration, Building Fir e-
safety Criteria, PBS P5920.9, Change 2, 27 April 1972. Such decision
trees have long been used by the FRDA and NASA in analyzing risks asso-
ciated with their programs.
***On the basis of the systems engineering hypothesis that strategy (i.e.,
ways of using resources to achieve objectives), technology (i.e., available
strategies), and economy (i.e., efficient technology) are inseparable parts
of the same problem, then the most effective research effort to be coupled
with the fire-safety regulatory and design problem would be one that
improves the capability of regulators and designers to evaluate available
strategies and, at the same time, seeks to make more strategies available
for evaluation and to translate ideas for potential strategies into prod-
►icts, processes, or techniques that bring the concept to realization.
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ACI'IV1T1LS OF 7'111: PROGRAM
The new FCC program oil 	 fire safety is designed to impact on building
community processes as shown in Figure 3 aW is to be carried out under the
direction of the Council by the FCC Standing Committee on Fire Prctection and
Safety Engineering.
To address the program objective of stimulating, guiding, and a:.sisting the
research conununity in the preparation of needed analytical capajility, the
Standing Conunittee will:
1. Devise a rational fraamework for relating the objectives and costs of fire
safety in buildin- research projects to needs of the federal construction
agencies. To be based upon the expanded concept of fire safety in build-
ings illustrated in Figure 2, this framework. should facilitate the evolu-
tion and priority ranking of research projects in terms of qualitative
value and return-on-investment to t- `ederal construction agencies.
?. Establish and maintain cornmunication with the GSA Public Buildings
Service and other federal construction agencies to obtain continuing
input concerning their experience in applying; a systems approach to
expressing and evaluating fire safety in buildings.
3. Monitor, on a con t inuing; basis, the current and contemplated research
projects relating i fire safety in buildings.
4. Report periodically to the federal construction agencies on the kinds of
research projects needed to ►neat their needs and the relative value of
such projects.
i prepare and periodically update recommended model guidelines and technical
criteria that federal construction agencies can use to incorporate profes-
sional fire-safety design analysis as an integral and continuing part of the
design for federally owned and financed buildings, the Standing Committee
will.
1. Prepare suggested statements of work and ta,ks to be performed in the
total scope of the design cycle that describe what should be done and
when to integrate fire-safety design into the federal building planning,
programming, budgeting, and execution process.
to"
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2. Prepare criteria that agencies can use to indicate to fire-safety
professionals suitable methods of performing; fire-safety analyses for
federally owned or financed buildings.
'through publications and seminars for federal and nonfederal building owners
and users, building regulatory officials, building insurers, architects and
engineers, and researchers, the Standing Committee will encourage federal
construction agencies to require fire-safety design in accordance with such
guidelines and criteria and promote acceptance and implementation of the
analytical approach to fire-safety design by the nonfederal government
portion of the building conununity.*
*Full development of the analytical approach ultimately will depend on its
acceptance by the nonfederal government sector since it is this sector that
purchases, regulates, and supplies most construction in the United States.
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APPENDIX A
FINDINGS OF FCC TASK GROUP 'T-57
RF;ARUING THE 'TRADITIONAL APPROACH TO ENSURING FIRE SAFETY IN
BUILDINGS AND TILE FEASIBILITY AND DESIRABILITY OF
DEVEIAPING A NEW APPROACH
FINDING 1
There is considerable evidence that the current approach to fire safety in
buildings has not kept pace or is not con!istent with other changes in build-
ing; technology.
a. Heretofore, fire safety in building! has principally been a regulatory
concern, rather than a planning and design concern.
b. As in most other kinds of regulations relating to buildings, the stipu-
lation of fire safety requirements has historically been made in terms
of go/no-go/must-do/must-not-du provisions relating to individual aspects
of buildings such as fire-rating of materials and means of egress.
c. Historically, most of the several hundred fire research projects pursued
annually arc funded by the federal government, are addressed to highly
specialized topics having limited direct applicability to the fire
safety in buildings problem, and, for those projects concerned with
building matters, are focused on producing methods of testing the
thermal and smoke-generating properties of individual building materials.
d. Few practitioners of the design professions have been schooled in build-
iug fire safety matters beyond the point of knowing that certain matters
are generally stipulated in codes of one sort or another and that these
stipulations need to be accommodated in building designs.
FINDING 2
There is considerable evidence that a performance concept approach to fire
safety in buildings could be evolved and implemented in a relatively short
period of time.
a. Notwithstanding its limited application thus far to building fire-safety
problems, there now exists an extensive body of learning about applying
operations research and systems analysis techniques (including the use
I
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of probabilistic mathematics) both in the planning and designing of
individual buildings as well as in the planning for the deliv:.ry of
local government services.
b. Significant technological advancements have been made for other parposes
in such areas as structural framing system~, extinguishment systems,
detect ion/cum.%.uiiicat ions systems, travel/movement systems, closed envi-
ronment systems which might have direct or extendable applicability to
building fire safety.
c. Although the building research community has only addressed in a sporadic
fashion during the past several years the notion of analytical method-
ologics for building fire safety design, the Department of Commerce,
through the National Bureau of Standards, is preparing to take a strong
leadership position in developing analytical methodologies for use in
designing for building fire safety, but the Bureau cannot take on the
additional role of creating the dem •ind for applying these methodologies
to public and private buildings.
FINDING 3
There is considerable experi once- -both within and outside the building
com-^- ,nity--that suggests that evolvement and implementation of a drastically
new .approach to a historical problem requires both an identifiable focal
point for advocating the new approach and a vehicle for demonstrating the
value of the new approach.
a. Existing organizations within the building community concerned with
building fire safety matters either have entrenched ideas about dealing
with building fire safety as a regulatory problem and are unlikely to
pursue the idea that building fire safety is also a planning/design prob-
lem or are not in an advantageous position to advocate and demonstrate
the new approach. In either case, these organizations are not in a posi-
tion either to help create the demand for the needed underlying formal
analytical technology or to interact strongly with the building research
community in the development and refinement of applicable methodologies.
b. Reports and background papers relating to the creation of proposed
organizations such as the U.S. Fire Administration and the National
Institute of Building Science do not warrant a presumption that these
proposed organizations could or would advocate and demonstrate a new
approach to building fire safety.
FINDING 4
There are many indications that the trend of the federal government in
	
adealing with historical societal problems requiring either significant tech-
nological advances or drastic technological redirection for solution is one
of demonstration of ideas and encouragement of technological development and
application.
13
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APPENDIX B
FCC TASK GROUP T -57 SUBCOMMITTEE REPORT:
QUALITATIVE LVALUATIONS--DETERMINATION OF THE
PROBABILITY OF A MODULE BECOMING FULLY INVOLVED IN FIRE
AND TRANSFERRING FROM ONE MODULI: 'I'0 ANoviER
1.	 I N'I'RODUcT I ON
In order to test the thesis that a quantitative approach to fire-safety
design and regulation was possible, FCC Task Group 'I'-57 formed a subcom-
mittee to develop a mathematical model that could be used in determining
the probability of a work station becoming fully involved in fire and
the fire transferring from one work station to another. The subconunittee
comprised two 'Task Group members, Harold F. Nelson and Daniel Cross, and
Ur. .'.ones A. Navarro, a systems analyst from the Institute of Defense
Analysis. This appendix presents the results of this subcommittee's
work.
It must be recognized that the mathematical model developed by the sub-
committee is not suitable for use by practitioners since it was created
merely to illustrate the type of procedure that might be used in design-
ing for fire safety in a quantitative manner. In the following discus-
sion of the model, numerous values have been assumed, and it should be
noted that before tiris or any similar model could be used in practice,
such values would have, to be determined through actual research.
Basically, the model deals with relationships among the factors associ-
ated with the generation and propagation of fire. It does not consider
heat, smoke, and toxic gas aspects of fire even though these aspects are
important to any determination,for design and regulatory purposes,of the
probable extent to which life, property, and mission can be affected by
fire. Additionally, the element of time is not considered in this ini-
tial approach even though it too is essential to such a realistic deter-
mination. Further, the identification of factors and their relationships
is limited to consideration of building environments in which the type
and kind of combustibles available for generation and propagation of fire
are representative of the contents or materiels of construction that com-
prise the major portion of the federal construction program; considera-
tiun is not given to flanunable or explosive atmospheres. Ill
	 material
that follows, factors and relationships are first generalized and then
illustrated in all example.
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2. GENERALIZATION
a. Basic Concept
After a fir.. has started at some point in a building (e.g., a waste
container in an office or a ceiling lighting fixture in a shop), the
flame asrect of the fire is free to propagate within the limits of
available fuel and the environment of the building if' extinguishment
is not applied. The view taken here is that:
(1) A building is an array of interconnecting modules comprising
air mass, contents, and building cumponents. The boundaries of
a module can be either circulation a--eas or surrounding build-
ing components, and modules can have different sizes and shapes
(e.g., interstices within walls, flours, roofs, ceiling; ducts
and ,hafts; spaces within rooms; rooms or areas of one story;
and more than one story of a multistory building). The modules
form a network physically interconnected by partitions, floors,
ducts, and shafts that may or may nut isolate and confine the
air mass to each module because of door openings, punctures in
the building components, and interconnecting! ducts.
(2) The process by which flame prupagates in a building includes
surface flame spread, flash over, energy transfers, and combus-
tion gas motions that occur within and between the modules.
(3) The extent of flame propagation in a building can be determined
probabilistically in terms of: (a) the nature, form, and dis-
tribution of fuel within the modules; (b) the thermal proper-
ties of the horizontal and vertical boundaries of the modules;
(c) the pattern and amount of ventilation uccurring within and
among the modules; and (d) the geometry of the modules.
In taking this approach to determining the extL-nt to which flame can
l:ropagate in a building, it is useful to consider the building as
comprising the following modules and networks of modules that may
need to be progressively analyzed:
(1) Individual Work Station--a module consisting of a habitable
area within a room or undivided building. 11-i area usually is
associated with an activity but is more directly related to the
cluster of potential fuel (e.g., storage racks, furniture group-
ing, workbench, patient unit in a hospital ward). The area is
bounded by circulation areas or by surrounding walls and parti-
tions.
(Z) Room--a module comprising a network of work station modules
bounded by walls, partitions, floors, and ceilings.
(3) Floor--a module comprising a network of room modules on the
same level.
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b. Basic Approach
The analysis of every building; does not necessarily have to begin
with the lowccc level of analysis, that of individual work stations.
For example, if the principal reason for investigating the extent to
which flame can propagate in a building is to determine how to pro-
vent large-area fire involvement, the analysis might properly begin
with roums rather than individual work stations. on the other hand,
if the principal reason for the investigation is to determine the
potential danger to life, the analysis might better start with indi-
vidual work stations.
Noneth•less, to illustrate the types of data and judgments needed
:in ur,'r to apply this concept in analyzing the potential for fire
invoP ement of it building, the ensuing; discussion proceeds from con-
sideration of how a work station module becomes involved in fire
and spreads to other work stations nodules until a room module is
involved in fire.*
To ascertain the probability of a work station module becoming fully
involved in fire, it is necessary to be able to describe quantita-
tively the relationship that exists between the probability of fire
involvement and the combustible characteristics of the module. The
single most important characteristic to be considered is the amount
of free combustible material** in the module, herein expressed as
the ratio between the exposed surface area of this material and the
total floor area of the module.
The "ignitability" of the combustible material influences the
probability of total involvement and can be taken account of in
order-of-magnitude steps. On the basis of data available and judg-
ment, a graphic representation of the relationship between the
probability of fire involvement and the combustible characteristics
of the module then can be prepared. Figure B-1 illustrates such a
graphic representation. '11 ►c representation can be refined by con-
sidering other combustible characteristics of the module such as
heat content, rate of heat release, and activation energy.
*As used herein, the terms "involved in fire" and "fire involvement" mean
a fire has developed to such an intensity that it threatens to spread to
another module. Such an intensity does not necessarily require that a
fire extend to all portions of the module in which it is developing;.
"Free combustible material is exposed material (e.g., the exposed surface
of a desk, whereas not the papers within the desk).
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FIGURE B-1 Relationship betwern the probability of fire
involvement and the combustible characteristics of a work
station module.
To ascertain the probability of a room module becoming fully involved
n 	 in fire, it is necessary to ascertain the probability of fire prupa-
bating among; work station modules. In essence, the problem is one
of ascertaining:
(1) The probability of fire propagation among work station modules
or from work station modules to room Module boundaries by flame
spread along combustible surfaces.
(2) The probability of fire propagation among work station modules
or from work station modules to room module houndaries by radia-
tion (convection, conduction, and flying brands may be consid-
ered as minor variations).
(3) The probability of total involvement of all work station modules
by, for example, flash over.
Figure B-2 illustrates the physical processes that need to be evalu-
ated for a room module; Figure B-3 illustrates the corresponding
probabilities that need to be ascertained.
Hie probability of fire propagation by flame spread can he readily
defined as a function of the combustible characteristics c.. the
exposed surface materials. The probability of fire propagation by
other means, however, needs to be defined in terms of a number of
influential factors; i.e., the separation between w ,,rk station
modules and the thermal, geometric, and ventilation characteristics
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P R 12	 probability of fire spread I?y radiation from Work Siation 1 to
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KT	 = thermal properties factor
KG	 - geometry factor
Kv	 venr;'ation factor
P	 probability of fire involvement of room module
FIGURE B-3 Probabilities that need evaluation in a room module.
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of ti ►e room uodulu. Accordingly, in order to ascurtain the probability
of full fire involvement of a room modulo, the following factors need
to be taken into account:
(1) Room volume,
(2) Roun► height,
(3) Room iength (or width),
(4) Separation between work station modules in the room,
(S) Combustibility of potential flume spread surfaces,
(6) Thermal conductivity of enclosing surfaces of the roum,
(7) Surface area of enclosing surfaces of the room,
(8) Area of ventilation opening, and
(9) Ilcight of ventilation opening.
To ascertain the probability of fire propagating from one work
station to another or to room module boundaries by flame spread, it
is necessary to create a graphic representation of the relationship
between this probability and the flame spread index of surfaces cun-
nect ► ng work station modules like the one illustrated in Figure 11-4a.
7b ascertain the probability of fire propagating from one work sta-
tion to another or to room module boundaries by ra.liation, it is
necessary to create a graphic reprusentativa of the relationship
between this probability and the emissivity characteristics of the
radiating work station and the geometric relationship between the
radiating work station and the receiving work station or room module
boundary like the one shown in Figure H-4b.
To ascertain the probability of total involvement of a room nodule,
it is necessary to describe quantitatively the relationship between
this probability and the fuel, thermal, geometric, and ventilation
characteristics of the room module. This can be accomplished on the
basis of data and judgment by creating, in a manner analogous to that
used to represent the probability of fire involvement of a work sta-
tion described earlier, a graphical representation of the probability
of fire involvement as a function of the combustible load and the
thermal, geometrical, and ventilation characteristics of the room
module. Such representations are illustrated in Figures B-S (cumbus-
tible load) and B-6 (thermal geometric and ventilation properties).
The curves illustrated in Figure 11-6 are prepared on the basis that
K I
 = 1, K( , = 1, and KV = 1 are characteristics of a typical room and
are intended to take into account that burning of combustibles located
20
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in one or more work stations may be sufficient to produce full fire
invulvement of a room. Whether or not this happens with a marginal
:mount csf fuel depends upon the characteristics of the room (K T , K(;,
KV ) that have an appreciable affect on the overall heat balance and
the ecmperature levels reached.
The thermal properties factor, KT , represents the extent to which
heat is lost by conduction through the walls. If heat conduction is
^inimized ("perfect insulator," k = 0), this heat energy is available
to raise room temperatures; if conduction is maximiz-d ("perfect con-
ductor," k = W), more heat is removed and room temperatures are lower.
The curves illustrated in Figure q -6a are a representation of this
effect on calcuiated temperatures presented b,' , Kawagoe and Sekine in
Estimat ion of Fire 'Temperature-Time Curv e in ooms -- Second Report
L3RI Occasional Report No. 0, March 1964
Room frinperature at 1 hour
k	 I A 3 ; = 0.02 Ayh
 - 0.06
IA.r 	 A.I.
0.1 (Insulation)	 1	 900 C	 1	 1160 C
0.5 (Plaster)
	 1	 780 C
	 1	 1090 c;
1.0 (Concrete)	 1	 640 C
	 1	 970 C
The geometry f actor, Kc,, rep resents the effect- of room shape (e.g.,
increased radiation from flames deflected along low ceilings).
Althougi: expressed here in terms of an aspect ratio (height/length or
width), there ma y
 hc justification for considering; actual dimensions
(also in including fuel height). In the recent model fire experi-
ments of the International Council for Building Research, Studies
and Documentation ,
 the most suitable scaling; correlations (of the
time for flames to spread from the point of ignition to cover the
entire surface of the combustible fuel) could be expressed in terms
cf the height of the compartment and the height of the fuel.
The ventilation factor, KV , represents the important influence of
air on the rate of burning (and un such items as temperature and radi-
ation). Thomas, lieselden, and Law in Fire Research 'Technical Paper
No. 18, summarized the two kinds of behavior in gully developed
compartment fires:
(1) In the first regime (1), the burning rate is approximately
proportional to air flow, which is induced by stack effect; the
window area and height are important and the amount and surface
area of the fuel are unimportant.
(2) In the second regime (II), the burning rate is nearly indepen-
dent of air flow, which is largely entrained, and the chara,ter-
istics of the fuel are important.
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, is qualitative analysis shows how fire reaches the boundary limits
a room (wall, door, duct, etc.). At the roam boundary, the effects
of fire must be evaluated in terms of:
(1) Propagation through openings (doors, windows, ducts, fixtures,
etc.) by flame: impii.gement, radiati. ,.)n, and convection.
(2) Propagation through, and effect on, structural members.
3.	 1 LLUSTRA'1' 1 VE EXAb1P 1,L
A schematic drawing of a room module, an office, is shown in Figure B-7.
The office module is 24 by 30 by 10 feet; it has three doors, each 36 by
80 inches, and no windows. The walls are insulated metal partitions,
the ceiling is noncombustible low-density mineral-base tile, and the
floors are concrete with vinyl asbestos tile covering. The furniture
consists of metal desks, chairs with plastic cushions, and metal tables
and bookcases. Other furnishings include a flammable carpet with high
ignitability and flame spread characteristics located in the northeast
corner and a flammabic poster board located on the west wall of the room.
The bookshelves contain a mixture of books, pamphlets, loose-leaf note-
books, and miscellaneous papers. The room also contains piles of paper
located as illustrated in Figure B-7.
An analysis is to be made to determine th. , maximum probabilities of each
work station and of the entire room bCcoming fully involved in fire,
assuming that a fire starts in Work Station 1. The analytical procedure
to be followed is:
Step 1: Determine the probability of full fire involvement of Work
Station 1 based on fuel.
Given	 — As/Af,
lgnitability factor of fuel is 10.
Solution — 'rhe answer is arrived at by use of the ignitability
graph, Figure B-8a. The probability based on ignit-
ability of fuel is 0.9. This indicates a high proba-
hility that fire will fully involve Work Station 1
because of the availability of combustible fuel
(paper, books, and contents of book eases).
Step 2: Determine probabilit y of fire spread from Work Station 1.
Given	 — The room enclosure which consists of noncombustible
materials with very low flame spread ratings.
Distances from Work Station 1 to Work Stations 2 and
5, and the nearest open door.
24
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Solution — There are two possible avenues of fire spread from
Work Station 1 to each of the three points in ques-
tion; one avenue is based on surface flame spread
and the other on radiation.
Solutions are arrived at by use of the radiation and
surface flame spread graphs, Figures 13-8b and B-8c.
respectively.
Use of the radiation graph reoiiires knuwledge of the
ignitabili,.y of the irradiated combustible surfaces,
the emissivity of the radiating flames, and the con-
figuration factor. Assuming a high ignitability
factor (10) for paper at Work Station 2, emissivity
is judged to be about 0.5, based on the depth of
expectant flames from the fully involved Work Sta-
tion 1. 'File configuration factor depends upon the
geometry of the radiating flames in Wurk Station 1
relative to the nearest receiving surface in Work
Station 2.
A similar process is used to determine the probability
of spread by radiation from Work Station 1 to Work
Station 5 and to the open door.
Use of the surface fl,une spread graph requires know-
ledge of only one factor, the flame s p read rating of
the connecting surface(s). In this case the walls,
ceiling, and floor have very low ratings since they
'are noncombustible materials with only the flour tile
having any potential for spreading flame.
Referring to Figures B-81) and B-8c, the solutions
are:
P R 1, 2 = 0.80
	
1)S1 , 2 < 0.10
P ly 1, 5 = 0.65
	
P S 1, 5 < 0.10
PR1, Door = 0.20
	 1) S 1, Door < 0.10
The high probability of fire spread by radiation from
Work Station 1 to Work Station 2 indicates that this
will be the most likely means and direction of fire
spread.
Step 3: Determine probability of full fire involvement of Work Station 2.
Given	 — As/Af,
Ignitability factor of fuel is 10.
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ISolution — Following the srune analytical procedure as in Stop 1,
it is determined that I' ll) equals 0.30. This low prob-
ubility .indicates that t gtere is a much smaller chance
that a fully developed fire will evolve at Work Station
2.
Ste	 : Determine probability of fire propagation from Worn Station 2
to Work Station 3.
Given	 — 'rhe room enclosure, fuel in Work Statiun, and distance
to Work Station 3, the nearest module. The floor of
Work Station 2 is carpeted and extends into Work Sta-
tion 3, providing a media for surface flame spread.
Solution — Following the procedure described in Step 3, it is
determined that P S = 0.80 and 1' k < 0.10. Flames
spread readily along flammable carpet ignited by
flames from Work Station 1. The low P 11 factor
results from the limited amount of fl.uning in Work
Station 2 and the lung separation distance.
St op 5: Determine probability of full t'ire involvemunt of Work Station
3.
Given	 — See Figure B-7.
Solution — Pn3 = U.90
'lliere is high surface area of fuel and high ignit-
ability, causing; fire to spread from carpet to curtains,
paper, and so forth.
Step 6: Determining probability of fire propagation from Work Station 3
to Work Station 4.
Given
	
— See Figure B-7 which provides information on distances
and shows combustible poster board located between
Work Station 3 and Work Station 4.
Solut i on — P IZ = 0.30	 PS = 0.80
Flames spread readily along flammable poster board.
Step 7: Determine probability of full fire involvement of Work Station
4.
g iven	 — See Figure 11-7.
Solution — I'n4 = 0.70
Where is high ignitability and moderate surface area
of combustible (paper).
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Step 8: Determine probability of fire propagation from Work Station 4
to Work Station 5 an.l open door.
Given	 — See Figure 8-7 which shows distances to open door
and to Work Station S.
Solution — To open door:P R - 0.30, PS < 0.10.	 To Work Station
5:	 P R =	 0.10,	 PS <	 0.10
St_ ep 9:	 Determine probability of full	 fire involvement of room.
Given	 — As/Af (area of all	 exposed combustibles	 located in
Work Stations 1 through 5 related to entire room
floor area),	 compaction of fuel, and characteristics
of room enclosure as shown in Figure B-7.	 Room
enclosure
	 is well	 insulated	 (K = 0),	 ventilation is
through open doors with Av A/AT equal to 0.08,
geometry factor H/L equal to U.33.
Solution — The probability of full room involvement is the
product of P f , KT , KG , and KV . These factors are
determined from the graphs presented in Figure 8-9
as:
P f = 0.4	 KT = 1.1	 KV = 0.75	 KG = 1.1
'	 P = 0.4 x 1.1 x 1.1 x 0.75 = 0.36
Fuel factor is moderate to high due to quantity and
distribution (compactness) of combustibles. With
doors open and no forced air supply, the fire is
ventilation-limited, (K V ' 1).	 If air is supplied
by iIVAC system, (KV
 = 1) .	 Figure 1i-10 illustrates
the results of this analysis and the likely route
that fire will propagate.
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FIGURE R-10 Probability of and likely propagation path to full
involvement of room module in fire.
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